On Tuesday November 1st both the Yr 10 Girls’ and Yr 8/9 Boys’ Knockout Basketball Teams played here at Cabra. The Year 10 girls easily accounted for Cornerstone with a massive 63-19 win. Well done girls on a convincing win and thank you to coach Marcus Wong. Annabel G 13, Zoe W-R 13, Eila G 13, Lauren C 8. The 8/9 boys played two matches and won both with relative ease. Cabra 45 def Cornerstone 29—Aime R 15, Josh V 10, Pat M 6, Seb T 5. The second game against Tatichilla was an even bigger defeat 77-14. Josh V 14, Seb T 13, Jason F 10 and Pat M 7. Well done to both teams on their great wins and good luck in the finals. Thank you to Marcus Wong for coaching the boys. The Yr 10 Boys made it a knockout tri- festa easily accounting for Wurreanda High School the following day—85-27. All boys took to the court and got on the score sheet—Ethan S 27, Aime R 12, Aidan B 7. Well done to the boys who now also continue in the competition to play in the finals Thank you to Jason Williams and Scott Freer for coaching the boys. Good luck to all teams in the finals.

In a dramatic one day match against Nazareth, Cabra clinched a win in the final overs with one wicket to spare. Starting with 10 players, Cabra restricted Nazareth to 8/104 in 25 overs with Max turning in amazing figures of 4/1. Cabra’s innings didn’t start well collapsing to 4/29 after 10 overs. With 10 overs remaining, Cabra needed 50 runs. With two wickets left it was up to Lachie H, Ewan K-H and High W to rescue the situation. Max sustained an injury preventing him from batting with hopes of a victory fading. Seven overs, 35 runs, one wicket was the scenario facing the last batsman Hugh as he strode to the crease. The crowd was on the edge of their seats awaiting the likely event of an early finish. Nudges, edges through slips, interspersed with pull shots and drives and suddenly Cabra required just 8 runs in two overs. The crowds hopes lifted—could the boys do it? Yes, they could—Cabra nailing their first win in the 8/9 competition with an entire team of Year 8 boys—well done to Lachie H, finishing with 29 n.o.

Mr Rob Jarrad.
Round 2 Results

Primary Tennis
Primary Boys def Sacred Heart 7 sets, 40 games to 2 sets, 26 games.
Primary Girls Black def Scotch 4 sets, 19 games to 2 sets 14 games. Well done girls—Sarah played particularly well—though the score line did not reflect this.
Primary Girls Gold - BYE

Mixed Volleyball
SNR Mixed BLACK def by Westminster 0 sets, 45 points to 3 sets, 75 points.
SNR Mixed GOLD—BYE
SNR Mixed RUST def Scotch 2 sets, 50 points to 0 sets 33 points.
SNR Mixed WHITE results not received.
MIDDLE Mixed BLACK def Pulteney 3 sets, 75 points to 0 sets, 47 points.
MIDDLE Mixed GOLD def Pulteney 3 sets, 75 points to 0 sets, 37 points.
MIDDLE Mixed RUST def St John’s by 2 sets.
MIDDLE Mixed WHITE results not received.

Girls Basketball
Snr A Girls
Snr B Girls def by Mercedes 33-44. Isabelle T 15, Lauren M 8, Sophie S 6.
Snr C Girls def by SAC 29-33.

Cricket
Yr 8 - see front page
Yr 7 def St John’s by 80 runs to 60. Liam W 3/0 (including a hat-trick), Sam M 21 runs.
Yr 6 results not received.

Tennis
SNR Boys Cabra 0-23 defeated by PAC 12-72. Despite the whitewash some games were close, and what doesn’t kill us makes us stronger. Special mentions to Sebastian K, Sam S, Ian N and Ryan W who fought the closest singles matches. Better luck next time. David Kilmartin: Coach.
Middle Boys def by Rostrevor—score not recorded. Well done to Will E on winning singles.
Middle Girls Black def by NMHS 3 sets, 26 games to 3 sets, 29 games.
Middle Girls Gold defeated Cabra Gold; 4 sets 29 games to 2 sets 21 games.